Relationships between neck muscle electromyography and three-dimensional head kinematics during centrally induced torsional head perturbations
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Farshadmanesh F, Byrne P, Wang H, Corneil BD, Crawford JD. Relationships between neck muscle electromyography and three-dimensional head kinematics during centrally induced torsional head perturbations. J Neurophysiol 108: 2867–2883, 2012. First published September 5, 2012; doi:10.1152/jn.00312.2012.—The relationship between neck muscle electromyography (EMG) and torsional head rotation (about the nasooccipital axis) is difficult to assess during normal gaze behaviors with the head upright. Here, we induced acute head tilts similar to cervical dystonia (torticollis) in two monkeys by electrically stimulating 20 interstitial nucleus of Cajal (INC) sites or inactivating 19 INC sites by injection of muscimol. Animals engaged in a simple gaze fixation task while we recorded three-dimensional head kinematics and intramuscular EMG from six bilateral neck muscle pairs. We used a cross-validation-based stepwise regression to quantitatively examine the relationships between neck EMG and torsional head kinematics under three conditions: 1) unilateral INC stimulation (where the head rotated torsionally toward the side of stimulation); 2) corrective poststimulation movements (where the head returned toward upright); and 3) unilateral INC inactivation (where the head tilted toward the opposite side of inactivation). Our cross-validated results of corrective movements were slightly better than those obtained during unperturbed gaze movements and showed many more torsional terms, mostly related to velocity, although some orientation and acceleration terms were retained. In addition, several simplifying principles were identified. First, bilateral muscle pairs showed similar, but opposite EMG-torsional coupling terms, i.e., a change in torsional kinematics was associated with increased muscle activity on one side and decreased activity on the other side. Second, the independent of the inputs we tested, i.e., INC stimulation vs. corrective motion vs. INC inactivation, and left vs. right INC data. These findings suggest that, despite the complexity of the head-neck system, the brain can use a single, bilaterally coupled inverse model for torsional head control that is valid across different behaviors and movement directions. Combined with our previous data, these new data provide the terms for a more complete three-dimensional model of EMG: head rotation coupling for the muscles and gaze behaviors that we recorded.
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THE NEUROMUSCULAR CONTROL of three-dimensional (3D) head orientation [horizontal (yaw), vertical (pitch), and torsional (roll)] is important in several aspects of sensorimotor neuroscience. Head torsion (about the nasooccipital axis, also called roll) alters the spatial orientation of the eyes, ears, and vestibular apparatus and therefore has a profound influence on the perceptual function of these sensory organs (Angelaki and Dickman 2003; Blohm et al. 2008; Medendorp et al. 2002). Head torsion also alters the spatial relationship between these sensory organs and alters the sensorimotor transformations originating from these sensors (Blohm and Crawford 2007; Klier and Crawford 1998; Ren and Crawford 2009). For these and other reasons, during gaze behaviors the head is normally maintained upright with torsion constrained within a narrow range of approximately ±5° (Straumann et al. 1991; Tweed 1992), specifically around the torsional axis provided in Fick coordinates (Ceylan et al. 2000; Crawford et al. 1999; Glenn and Vilis 1992; Radau et al. 1994). This “Fick Constraint” has thus been described as an optimal solution to the degrees of freedom problem in head control (Crawford et al. 2011; Crawford et al. 2003). However, certain clinical conditions result in torticollis (“twisted neck”) where the head is no longer upright, but rather shows specific torsional offsets (Chan et al. 1991; Malouin and Bedard 1982; Medendorp et al. 1999).

A complete understanding of 3D head posture and movement control requires knowledge of the relative contributions of muscles, like that approached in the oculomotor system (Demer et al. 2000; Robinson 1975; Simpson and Graf 1981). However, the complexity and redundancy of the head-neck system make this a nontrivial problem. Several theoretical and experimental studies have attempted to examine the quantitative relations between neck muscle activation and head kinematics, but fundamental questions of neuromuscular control remain that can only be answered with a better knowledge of the head-neck system (Corneil et al. 2002b; Farshadmanesh et al. 2008; Peterson et al. 2001; Siegmund et al. 2007).

Unfortunately, the redundant configuration of the neck musculature (Peterson and Richmond 1988; Richmond et al. 2001; Richmond and Vidal 1998) does not allow for a direct correlation between anatomical configuration of a neck muscle and its functional role. In a previous study (Farshadmanesh et al. 2012), we attempted to overcome these hurdles by employing a conservative cross-validation-based stepwise regression procedure, designed to establish the relationships between intramuscular neck electromyography (EMG) and head kinematics during natural gaze behavior in monkeys. This allowed us to establish the relationships between EMG activation in 12 neck muscles (six pairs) in the monkey and the horizontal and vertical aspects of head orientation and rotation. However, we were unable to correlate neck EMG to torsional head posture...
and obtained only a few terms for torsional rotation during head movements. These findings, however, were likely limited by the small variance of torsional motion and position in natural gaze shifts.

It is unclear how one might train monkeys to evoke torsional head movements without rotating the entire body, but another way to overcome such limitations is to directly evoke head torsion through neural perturbations. The interstitial nucleus of Cajal (INC) is thought to control torsional and vertical head posture (Fukushima 1987; Klier and Crawford 2003; Klier et al. 2002). In monkeys and cats, unilateral stimulation of the INC evokes torsional (i.e., relative to a nasooccipital axis) head rotations. Left INC stimulation evokes counterclockwise (CCW) head rotations, whereas clockwise (CW) rotations (from animal’s view point) are observed during right INC stimulation (Farshadmanesh et al. 2007; Fukushima et al. 1985; Klier et al. 2002). Moreover, these deviations in head torsion are generally corrected during the next gaze shift that follows stimulation (Klier et al. 2007), presumably through the activation of endogenous circuits similar to those used to correct eye torsion (Van Opstal et al. 1996). Finally, unilateral inactivation of the INC produces torsional head tilts in the direction opposite to that observed during stimulation (Klier et al. 2002; Klier et al. 2007). In a previous paper (Farshadmanesh et al. 2008), our laboratory compared neck muscle recruitment during INC stimulation with that following INC inactivation. Although we observed straightforward patterns of comparative recruitment on some neck muscles (i.e., increased/decreased recruitment following INC stimulation/inactivation), this was not observed in all muscles, potentially because of adaptive or compensatory mechanisms engaged during INC inactivation. Moreover, in our study INC inactivation did not always lead to muscle relaxation. It caused an increase in the activity of some muscles and a decrease in others [see (Farshadmanesh et al. 2008) for details]. However, this study did not control for different distributions of head kinematics (orientation, velocity, or acceleration) following stimulation and inactivation and also compared muscle recruitment during stimulation-evoked movements to that following inactivation-evoked postures. Moreover, that study only compared EMG levels between similar torsional postures; we were not yet able to directly calculate EMG-kinematic coupling terms.

The tilted head posture observed following unilateral INC inactivation in monkeys is also clinically significant as an experimental model for a form of torticollis in humans known as cervical dystonia (Loher et al. 2004). Other studies have also suggested a causal relationship between INC dysfunction and torticollis (Farshadmanesh et al. 2007; Malouin and Bedard 1982; Munchau and Bronstein 2001; Vasin et al. 1985). Moreover, neck muscle EMG has been proven to be useful during the diagnosis (Vasilescu and Dieckmann 1975) and treatment follow-up (Domzal and Tutaj 2000) of torticollis. As an experimental model to study the underlying neural mechanism of torticollis, INC stimulation examines the potential inappropriate upstream inputs to the INC (e.g., from the basal ganglia) (Farshadmanesh et al. 2007; Klier et al. 2002), whereas INC inactivation can be used to assess the effect of direct damage to the INC (Klier et al. 2002; Klier et al. 2007). Thus, by a comparison of EMG-kinematic relations during these two types of INC perturbation, our results could aid in understand-
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**EMG electrodes.** Two weeks after the first surgery, we implanted chronically indwelling bipolar hook electrodes (stainless steel, Teflon-coated AS631 Cooner Wire) in the following six bilateral neck muscle pairs (see Elsley et al. 2007 for details): sternocleidomastoid (SCM), splenius capitis (SP), rectus capitis posterior major (RCPmaj), occipital capitis inferior (OCI), biventer cervicis (BC), and complexus (COM). The wires of the electrodes were connected to a connector embedded within the acrylic skull-cap. These muscles are all expected to contribute to either ipsilateral or contralateral head tilt (Corneil et al. 2001; Richmond et al. 2001).

**Experimental Task**

The purpose of this task (same task as in Farshadmanesh et al. 2012) was to encourage visual fixation (and more importantly, a natural dispersion of head orientations) over a broad 3D range. In a dark room, the animals were first required to fixate a white cross that was back-projected at the center of a black screen in front of them. Animals were trained to fixate one of nine peripheral targets that was back-projected at the center of a black screen (one center; four up, down, left, and right, each 30° appeared as white dots in a random order within a 60° grid on a black screen (one center; four up, down, left, and right, each 30° from center; four in between, each 42° from center, see Fig. 1 for the windows used for data selection). A juice reward was delivered when the animal fixated a target for a minimum of 500 ms; and 2) the animal’s gaze and head orientations were within computer-controlled visual fixation windows (around every target; gaze, 10° diameter; head, 20° diameter; similar for INC stimulation, corrective movement, and INC inactivation conditions); and 3) the head speed was ≤10°/s. Each target remained visible for 6–10 s before extinguishing (to encourage stable eye and head postures), and then a new target was presented on the screen. Other than the perturbations described below, animals were allowed to move their heads freely, in a manner of their own choice, at all times during this task. Overall, except for torsion, the obtained horizontal (left-right) [INC stimulation (M1, 88°–98°, M2, 99°–97°); INC inactivation (M1, 84°–90°, M2, 91°–103°)] and vertical (down-up) [INC stimulation (M1, 31°–77°; M2, 24°–45°); INC inactivation (M1, 30°–75°; M2, 26°–53°)] range were similar to those in our laboratory’s previous study [horizontal (M1, 92°–96°; M2, 97°–105°) and vertical (M1, 30°–73°; M2, 28°–49°)] (Farshadmanesh et al. 2012).

**INC Stimulation and Inactivation**

At the beginning of each experiment session, we selected a potential INC location along anterioposterior and mediolateral coordinates using a method described previously (Farshadmanesh et al. 2007). Each preselected location was electrically stimulated at different vertical depths (sites) with minimum separation of 500 μm using 50-μA monophasic cathodal pulses with pulse widths of 0.5 ms, frequency of 300 Hz, and pulse trains of 200 ms (Klier et al. 2007). The stimulation pulse was delivered 1,000 ms after the monkey’s gaze and head entered the fixation window during the task. For each INC site, we ran at least one block of the task and delivered stimulation randomly three times for each target location within the block (i.e., at least 27 stimulation pulses were delivered for each INC site). In total, five (M1) and five (M2) sites were stimulated in the left INC, and five (M1) and five (M2) in the right INC. For each site, a range of 4.8 ± 9.3 (mean ± SD) movements were evoked by stimulation.

For inactivation trials, we injected 0.3 μl of 0.05% muscimol solution into the upper and lateral region of the INC site where stimulation evoked the largest head rotation for that particular INC location (Farshadmanesh et al. 2007). Data were recorded for a minimum of 40 min after injection, while the monkey continued to perform the task. Experimental sessions were conducted every other day to allow enough time for recovery from a performed injection. We confirmed the locations of the injections by postmortem histological analysis (Farshadmanesh et al. 2007; Klier et al. 2007). A total of four (M1) and seven (M2) injections were done in the left INC, and four (M1) and four (M2) in the right INC. In this study, we only describe data from sites that were used exploring both stimulation and inactivation.

**Data Collection**

Before each experiment session, a plastic platform containing two orthogonal 3D coils was attached to the skull cap for recording instantaneous head orientation (Crawford et al. 1999). Eye and head coil signals were digitized at a 10-KHz sampling rate and then downsampled offline by a factor of 10 to 1 KHz. We then calculated eye and head quaternions, which represent the orientations of the eye and head relative to a central reference orientation in Cartesian coordinates embedded within the stationary laboratory frame, from these coil signals (Crawford et al. 1999; Farshadmanesh et al. 2007; Tweed et al. 1990). These were then transformed into other coordinates, velocity, and acceleration (i.e., head orientation time derivatives) as required. Unless stated otherwise, the data shown in this paper provide head orientation and its time derivatives in “Fick coordinates”, where the torsional axis is embedded on a head-fixed horizontal axis (i.e., nasooccipital axis), which in turn rotates around a space-fixed vertical axis (Glenn and Vilis 1992). Recorded EMG signals were first differentially amplified at a head stage that was plugged directly into the EMG connector (×20 gain), bandpass filtered (20 Hz to 17 kHz), and finally were fed into a signal processing unit (Plexon, ×50 gain; bandwidth, 100 Hz to 4 kHz) to be digitized at 10 KHz for later offline analysis.

**Data Selection**

We first rectified EMG data and then integrated them into 1-ms time bins (Bak and Loeb 1979; Corneil et al. 2001). We further divided our data into 10-ms time bins (which still include the lowest frequency of our EMG signals at 300–3,000 Hz) for offline analysis (Farshadmanesh et al. 2012). We then selected the head movement intervals during the three examined conditions (INC stimulation, corrective movements, and INC inactivation) as described below (see Fig. 1 for the windows used for data selection).

**INC stimulation.** Left INC stimulation always evoked CW head rotations (see Fig. 2B), whereas right INC stimulation always produced CW rotations (Farshadmanesh et al. 2008; Farshadmanesh et al. 2007; Klier et al. 2002). We analyzed 278 (M1) and 336 (M2) such movements evoked by left INC stimulation and 279 (M1) and 232 (M2) by right INC stimulation. The stimulation onset was chosen as the beginning of the stimulation-evoked movement, whereas the “end” of the movement was selected where head speed dropped below 10°/s. Data selection was performed using a custom-built algorithm developed for MATLAB (The MathWorks). Then head orientation, first and second time derivatives of head orientation, and the mean level of EMG activity for every muscle were calculated for the first 10–30 ms of poststimulation period (see Farshadmanesh et al. 2008). This range is likely to involve activation produced by direct interstitio-spinal tract connections and therefore should represent direct phasic effect of INC stimulation and cortical input closely with the acceleration phase of the evoked head movement which we study here. The head speed was >10°/s for all of the selected data in both subjects. To determine the neuromuscular lag between EMG signal and evoked head movement, head orientation, and first and second time derivatives of head orientation of up to 100 ms after the end of the selected point (110–130 ms) were included in the analysis (see Farshadmanesh et al. 2012 for details on determining the neuromuscular lag).
Corrective movements. Gaze shifts and head movements that follow immediately after INC microstimulation include torsional components that bring the eye and head back toward their normal orientation range (see Fig. 2C) (Crawford 1998; Klier et al. 2006). These appear to be endogenously generated corrective movements (Van Opstal et al. 1996). Here, we used these movements to represent the most naturally generated torsion (compared with stimulation-evoked movements and inactivation-related perturbations). We analyzed 275 (M1) and 292 (M2) such movements following stimulation of the left INC and 273 (M1) and 224 (M2) following stimulation of the right INC.

The beginning of each corrective movement was marked manually (to confirm the prior, stimulation-evoked movement was finished) when the preceding stimulation-evoked movement was complete, whereas its end was selected automatically where head speed dropped below 10°/s. We followed a procedure similar to that in our laboratory’s previous study (Farshadmanesh et al. 2012) to select a random point (to sample more of the EMG-head kinematics relationships) within the acceleration phase (i.e., where magnitude of head acceleration went above 20°/s² for more than one 10-ms bin in a row until where head velocity reached its maximum) of each marked corrective movement so that it was at least 150 ms after the stimulation offset (see Farshadmanesh et al. 2012). Because we needed to include EMG activity of up to 100 ms before the selected random point included in the analysis for neuromuscular lag. The details were similar to our procedure of selecting behavior data published elsewhere (see Farshadmanesh et al. 2012). This resulted in 888 (M1) and 890 (M2) data points from left INC inactivation and 686 (M1) and 643 (M2) data points from right INC inactivation. To exclude any head movements which included head drifts (evoked by the inactivation of the INC and defined by head postures which were relatively stable (i.e., head posture was static) at this time and showed a similar (but opposite) magnitude to head tilts evoked by stimulation of the same INC sites. During the early phase of INC inactivation (i.e., 15 min of postinjection), we often observed drifting movements of the head while head torsion began to show a gradual offset (i.e., tilt), which became largest during the late phase of inactivation and lasted for 8–9 h (Farshadmanesh et al. 2007). The movement intervals during INC inactivation were marked automatically. To obtain head kinematics, within the acceleration phase of the marked movement, a random point was selected with EMG activity of up to 100 ms before the selected random point included in the analysis for neuromuscular lag. The details were similar to our procedure of selecting behavior data published elsewhere (see Farshadmanesh et al. 2012). This resulted in 888 (M1) and 890 (M2) data points from left INC inactivation and 686 (M1) and 643 (M2) data points from right INC inactivation. To exclude any head movements which included head drifts (evoked by the inactivation of the INC and defined by exponential, position-dependent decays in head orientation, see Farshadmanesh et al. 2007 for details), the marked inactivation data were inspected manually, and 48 out of 1,574 movements in M1 (3.05%) and 110 out of 1,533 movements in M2 (7.18%) were removed from the pool.

### Data Analysis: Cross-Validation and Stepwise Regression

The purpose of our analysis was to derive the simplest polynomial model capable of capturing the underlying relationship between neck...
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RESULTS

Temporal Head Kinematics and Neck EMG

Fig. 1 illustrates the relative timing of head responses and neck EMG, and the windows used to select our three data sets (see METHODS) with the use of typical example trials and muscle recordings. The left column of Fig. 1 represents head orientation (Fig. 1A), head speed (Fig. 1B), and EMG activation of left and right RCPmaj muscles (Fig. 1, C and D, respectively) during a head movement evoked by stimulating a left INC site and during a subsequent corrective movement in animal M2. In this example, following the stimulation (Fig. 1A), head rotated CCW, while the subsequent corrective movement brought the head back toward its initial orientation. The activity of left RCPmaj (Fig. 1C) was suppressed after stimulation onset during the corrective movement (with the baseline activity seen before the observed activation up to around 400 ms before stimulation onset). In contrast, INC stimulation evoked an increase in the EMG activity of right RCPmaj (Fig. 1D), which returned to its baseline by the end of stimulation-evoked movement. In the right column, Fig. 1E shows a CW head rotation during inactivation of the same left INC site in the same animal on the same day. Subjects were still able to make head movements in both CW and CCW directions after inactivating either left or right INC, and the observed movements had qualitatively comparable kinematics to those observed during INC stimulation. In this example, the activation of left RCPmaj gradually increased during the acceleration phase of the movement (Fig. 1G, between vertical lines 1 and 2) simultaneous with a gradual decrease in the EMG activity of right RCPmaj (Fig. 1H). These and similar data are quantified thoroughly in the following sections.

Distributions of Head Orientation in the Three Data Sets

In this and the following section, we quantify the distributions of head kinematics used for our cross-validated fits. This was done to establish the range of torsional kinematics of each data set, and to know how to compare their resulting fits. The
The column of Fig. 2 shows example plots of horizontal (left and right rotations about the vertical axis) vs. torsional (CW and CCW rolls about the horizontal axis) head orientation for typical control (A), INC stimulation (B), corrective movement (C), and INC inactivation (D) data, all from animal M2.

Control behavioral data are plotted as blue dots, whereas black and red dots show data from perturbation of the left or right INC, respectively. In our control data (Fig. 2A), head movements were observed in different random horizontal and vertical (not shown) directions but within a small torsional range. Similar results have been described previously in the human (Ceylan et al. 2000; Glenn and Vilis 1992; Radau et al. 1994) and the monkey (Crawford et al. 1999; Farshadmanesh et al. 2007; Klier et al. 2003; Martinez-Trujillo et al. 2004). This was the type of data used in our previous study and is shown here only for comparison.

Figure 2, B–D, illustrates examples of the torsionally perturbed ranges utilized in the present study. INC stimulation (Fig. 2B) consistently evoked torsional head movements. Left INC stimulation (black traces) evoked CCW head movements (here, relative to the y-axis) toward CCW direction, whereas stimulating the right INC (red traces) caused CW head movements. For each stimulated site, the observed movements had a characteristic amplitude (i.e., here, the length of the traces are similar). Figure 2C represents the corrective movements for the same left and right INC sites shown in Fig. 2B. These movements returned the head from its poststimulation orientation back toward center and had amplitudes similar to those observed during the stimulation of each corresponding INC site. Inactivation of the same INC site as shown in Fig. 2B resulted in a shift in head orientation with a direction opposite to that observed during INC stimulation (CW/CCW after left/right INC inactivation, see Fig. 2D). While tilted unilaterally after INC inactivation, the head still moved in different random horizontal and vertical (not shown) directions. Similar results have been described previously for the monkey (Farshadmanesh et al. 2008; Farshadmanesh et al. 2007; Klier et al. 2002).

The right column of Fig. 2 quantifies the probability distributions of all torsional head orientations from head acceleration phases used in our laboratory’s previous study (Farshadmanesh et al. 2012) (Fig. 2E) and in the three data sets used in the current study (Fig. 2, F–H). Data are plotted separately for animal M1 (solid lines) and M2 (dotted lines), and for left (black lines) and right (red lines) INC. Note that the curve ends are truncated at the limits of the data range. In the control data, as one would expect, the selected sample distribution was narrow (Fig. 2E) and centered around zero torsion (i.e., dotted vertical line). This illustrates why it was difficult to obtain good torsional orientation fits in that study (Farshadmanesh et al. 2012).

For the INC stimulation data set used in the present study (Fig. 2F), torsional head orientation distributions were slightly larger but still relatively narrow. This was because our data selection process (see METHODS) chose early motion in the acceleration phase before large amounts of torsion accumulated. Note that here, since evoked head movements began from different initial orientations, there is some overlap between the probability distributions plots. Right INC data showed a slightly shallower range (black vs. red traces). In contrast, torsional orientation distributions from the corrective movement (Fig. 2G) and INC inactivation (Fig. 2H) data sets from both INCs and both subjects showed much broader, shifted distributions because the acceleration phases of corrective movements started from shifted orientations, and the inactivation data were tonically shifted. Moreover, as expected from the data shown in the left column, inactivation data were shifted in opposite directions compared with the other data sets (stimulation and corrective, CCW/CW for left/right INC, inactivation, CW/CCW for left/right INC, respectively). Thus all three of these data sets showed broader torsional orientation ranges than control behavioral data (Fig. 2E), but one would expect the corrective and inactivation data sets to provide the best ranges for orientation fitting.

Distributions of Head Velocity in the Three Data Sets

Figure 3 (left column) provides typical examples of head velocity (i.e., first time derivative of head orientation) traces. The plots are shown as horizontal vs. torsional head velocity, for control and experimental conditions. Individual velocity traces tend to describe loops, starting near zero, growing to some maximum, and returning toward zero. The probability distributions of torsional head velocity and acceleration (i.e., first and second head orientation time derivatives, respectively) are shown in the middle and right columns, respectively. Otherwise, the plotting conventions are the same as in Fig. 2.

As seen in Fig. 3A, in the control data used for our previous study, head velocity had a smaller torsional distribution compared with the horizontal component. The range of torsional head velocity was much larger for both INC stimulation (Fig. 3B) and corrective movement (Fig. 3C) data. Left and right INC stimulation evoked CCW and CW head velocities, respectively, whereas, during corrective movements, this was the opposite (i.e., CW/CCW for left/right INC). The range of torsional head velocities was only slightly larger during the 30–40 min of post-INC inactivation (Fig. 3D) compared with control data (Fig. 3A).

For control data, the range of both first (Fig. 3E) and second (Fig. 3F) time derivatives were more widely distributed than the corresponding orientation ranges (Fig. 2E); this is probably why we were able to obtain some significant torsional motion terms in our laboratory’s previous study (Farshadmanesh et al. 2012). Moreover, these were evenly distributed around zero torsion (i.e., dotted vertical line). In contrast, these distribution ranges were shifted in both the INC stimulation (Fig. 3, F and J) and corrective movement (Fig. 3, G and K) data sets. The distribution shift was CCW/CW for left/right INC stimulation and CW/CCW for corrective movements. However, first and second time derivative ranges observed in inactivation data (Fig. 3, H and L, respectively) in both animals were similar to those observed in control data (Fig. 3, E and J). This was apparently because the orientation ranges had stabilized by 30–40 min after the inactivation, i.e., the torsional corrective movements observed earlier (Klier et al. 2002) had stopped occurring after INC inactivation.

To summarize this and the previous section, as we had hoped, all three of our data sets provided wider ranges of torsional orientation, velocity, and acceleration, overall, compared with the control ranges used in our laboratory’s previous study (Farshadmanesh et al. 2012). These ranges were both different and complementary, e.g., the corrective and inactivation data sets showed the largest orientation shifts, whereas the
Corrective and stimulation data sets showed the largest velocity and acceleration shifts (and in opposite directions). These factors should be born in mind when we interpret and compare the EMG fits below.

Basic Model for Pooled Corrective Data

Since our corrective data set showed broad shifts in all of the torsional kinematic distributions (see Figs. 2 and 3) and was most likely to correspond to an endogenous physiological signal, we used this data set to evaluate our basic models of torsional head control. To make this data set comparable to that in our study of head movements during normal gaze shifts (where bidirectional movement components were pooled), we first pooled the corrective data recorded following stimulation of both left and right INCs. We then performed our stepwise regression separately for each muscle, as described in METHODS.

To examine whether different coordinate representations of head kinematics yield different results (see Farshadmanesh et al. 2012), we ran our regression analysis using both space-fixed Cartesian coordinates and Fick coordinates, which are thought to represent the natural behavioral and mechanical coordinates for the head (Crawford et al. 1999; Glenn and Vilis 1992; Graf et al. 2012).
EMG data and head kinematics in animals M1 and M2, for 30% and 48% of the relationship between the very noisy vs. 0.36). In other words, even after model simplification (removing less contributing model terms), the model accounted for 30% and 48% of the relationship between the very noisy EMG data and head kinematics in animals M1 and M2, respectively. The $R^2_{cv}$ was higher in animal M1 for Fick (0.30), vs. space (0.26) coordinate representation, but the difference was not significant in either animal ($t$-test, M1, $P = 0.13$; M2, $P = 0.28$). This was inconclusive, but, to be consistent with our laboratory’s previous study (Farshadmanesh et al. 2012) and the basic physiology/anatomy of the system, we chose Fick angles as our default coordinate system.

We now describe the actual terms that arose in these models and survived the process of simplification (see METHODS). The terms for both animals are shown in Table 1. While first- and second-order first time-derivative terms ($\dot{T}$, $\ddot{T}$) were observed in most muscles in both animals, first-order torsional orientation term ($T$) was only retained in right OCI, right COM of animal M1 and left SCM of animal M2. Similarly, first-order second time-derivative term ($\ddot{T}$) was only observed in left BC of animal M1 and left SP and right SP of animal M2.

To visualize the retained model terms, we treated their coefficients as vectors (Farshadmanesh et al. 2012). The magnitude and direction of the torsional component of these vectors are shown in Fig. 4. White and black bars represent animal M1 and M2 data, respectively. Vectors are shown according to the right-hand rule, so a coefficient with a positive sign means tors are shown in Fig. 4. Coefficients of torsional head orientation ($T$) and first ($\dot{T}$, $\ddot{T}$) and second ($\dddot{T}$) time-derivatives of torsional orientation terms of the simplified models. The magnitude ($\mu V \cdot s/\circ$) and direction of the coefficient values are shown for animals M1 (white bars) and M2 (black bars). Left and right columns represent left and right neck muscles, respectively. A positive bar indicates that EMG activity increased with CW orientations/rotations and decreased with CCW orientations/rotations (and vice versa for a negative bar). $A$ and $B$: RCPmaj. $C$ and $D$: occipital capitis inferior (OCI). $E$ and $F$: complexus (COM). $G$ and $H$: biventer cervicis (BC). $I$ and $J$: splenius capitis (SP). $K$ and $L$: sternocleidomastoid (SCM). Empty panel ($H$) indicates that there was no term in the simplified model of right BC in any of the animals.

The retained orientation and motion terms of the simplified models for corrective movement data pooled for left and right interstitial nucleus of Cajal (INC). These terms collectively contributed more than 0.05 to the sum of square residuals ($R^2_{sq}$) of the model (see METHODS). To obtain these terms, we averaged the performance of these models, we averaged the $R^2_{cv}$ values across all muscles of each animal.

Overall, the $R^2_{cv}$ results were slightly better than those in our laboratory’s analysis on natural gaze shift data (Farshadmanesh et al. 2012) for both animals M1 (0.30 vs. 0.25) and M2 (0.48 vs. 0.36). In other words, even after model simplification (removing less contributing model terms), the model accounted for 30% and 48% of the relationship between the very noisy EMG data and head kinematics in animals M1 and M2, respectively. The $R^2_{cv}$ was higher in animal M1 for Fick (0.30), vs. space (0.26) coordinate representation, but the difference was not significant in either animal ($t$-test, M1, $P = 0.13$; M2, $P = 0.28$). This was inconclusive, but, to be consistent with our laboratory’s previous study (Farshadmanesh et al. 2012) and the basic physiology/anatomy of the system, we chose Fick angles as our default coordinate system.

We now describe the actual terms that arose in these models and survived the process of simplification (see METHODS). The terms for both animals are shown in Table 1. While first- and second-order first time-derivative terms ($\dot{T}$, $\ddot{T}$) were observed in most muscles in both animals, first-order torsional orientation term ($T$) was only retained in right OCI, right COM of animal M1 and left SCM of animal M2. Similarly, first-order second time-derivative term ($\ddot{T}$) was only observed in left BC of animal M1 and left SP and right SP of animal M2.

To visualize the retained model terms, we treated their coefficients as vectors (Farshadmanesh et al. 2012). The magnitude and direction of the torsional component of these vectors are shown in Fig. 4. White and black bars represent animal M1 and M2 data, respectively. Vectors are shown according to the right-hand rule, so a coefficient with a positive sign means...
in both subjects showed higher activity for CCW direction with the exception of first-order second time-derivative term (T) in animal M1, which showed directionality for CW direction. Right COM (Fig. 4F) in both animals was more active for CW direction. Left SP (Fig. 4J) and right SP (Fig. 4J) in both subjects showed selective activation for CW and CCW directions, respectively. Similarly, in both animals, an opposite activation was observed in bilateral SCM muscles: higher activity in left SCM (Fig. 4K) and right SCM (Fig. 4L) muscles for CCW and CW directions, respectively. In summary, bilateral neck muscles in both animals showed opposite activation patterns for torsional head movements, consistent with our laboratory’s previous results during normal gaze behavior (Farshadmanesh et al. 2012).

Left and Right INC Fits for Stimulation, Corrective, and Inactivation Data Sets

At the next stage of our analysis we derived fits for all six torsional data sets: left vs. right INC for stimulation, corrective movement and INC inactivation data. We kept the left and right INC populations separate because 1) for the stimulation and inactivation data these represent fundamentally different brain perturbations; and 2) we wanted to compare fits derived from left and right INC data. Therefore, for these reasons, we also treated the corrective data the same way for comparison.

The performance of these fits is shown in Fig. 5. This figure shows the $R^2$ values averaged across all muscles of each animal, but shown separately for INC stimulation, corrective movement and INC inactivation data sets. White and black bars denote left and right INC data, respectively. For corrective data (Fig. 5, C and D), the results were comparable to those of the pooled corrective data. In animal M1 (Fig. 5C), $R^2$ values for left and right INC data were 0.27 and 0.25, respectively, compared with 0.30. Similarly, in animal M2 (Fig. 5D), left and right INC results were 0.46 and 0.36 compared with 0.48.

For INC stimulation data of animal M1 (Fig. 5A), the $R^2$ value of left INC data (white bar) was similar to that of corrective data shown in Fig. 5C (0.27 vs. 0.27). The model performance for right INC data, however, was higher for stimulation data compared with corrective data (0.33 vs. 0.25). In animal M2, these values were 0.37 vs. 0.46 for left INC and 0.40 vs. 0.36 for right INC. For INC inactivation data of animal M1 (Fig. 5E), the $R^2$ was lower for left INC compared with corrective data (0.23 vs. 0.27), whereas the values for right INC were similar (0.25 vs. 0.25). In animal M2 (Fig. 5F), $R^2$ values were lower for left (0.41 vs. 0.46) and higher for right (0.46 vs. 0.36) INC compared with corrective data shown in Fig. 5D.

The terms of the simplified models for INC stimulation, corrective movement, and INC inactivation data sets are shown in Tables 2–4, respectively. Several trends are visible in both animals. Overall, more orientation terms were retained in INC inactivation data set compared with other two conditions, with the latter two being less consistent between muscles within and across subjects. Motion terms, however, were retained in 11 (M1) and 10 (M2) muscles during corrective movements, 6 (M1) and 7 (M2) muscles (mostly larger ones, e.g., SP and SCM) during INC stimulation, and only 3 (M1) and 4 (M2) muscles during INC inactivation. But again, the distribution of torsional orientation was relatively restricted in our stimulation data set (Fig. 2F), and the distribution of velocity and acceleration terms were relatively restricted in our inactivation data set (Fig. 3, H and L). This suggests that, when terms appeared in one or two conditions but not the other(s), this likely coincided with different kinematic distributions in the data. This notion is further illustrated and quantified in the regression analyses below.

Comparative Analysis

The final goal of our analysis was to directly compare fits derived from our various data sets to 1) establish muscle synergies; 2) determine physiological and anatomic symmetry; 3) determine how the fits were limited by data set distributions; and 4) determine whether or not EMG-kinematic coupling is intrinsic to muscle properties, or is it also influenced by the type of neural drive, i.e., in this experiment, stimulation vs. corrective vs. inactivation data. Below, we will compare our results in several ways to examine the effect of different experimental conditions on the relationship between neck
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Table 2. INC stimulation data: retained terms of simplified models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Left Neck Muscles</th>
<th>Right Neck Muscles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Animal M1, left INC</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCPmaj</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.20) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.20) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCI</td>
<td>( \ddot{\ddot{X}} (0.28), \dot{T} (0.20), \ddot{T} (0.11) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.25), \dot{T} (0.21), \ddot{T} (0.22) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>( \dot{T} (0.36), \dot{T} (0.21) )</td>
<td>( \dot{T} (0.38) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>( \dot{T} (0.25), \ddot{T} (0.20) )</td>
<td>( \dot{T} (0.25) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>( \dot{T} (0.33), \dot{T} (0.25) )</td>
<td>( \dot{T} (0.30) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCM</td>
<td>( \dot{T} (0.38) )</td>
<td>( \dot{T} (0.25) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Animal M1, right INC</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCPmaj</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.21) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.25) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCI</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.15) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{\ddot{T}} (0.33) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.39), \ddot{T} (0.29) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.28), \ddot{T} (0.22), \ddot{T} (0.20) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.35), \ddot{T} (0.30), \ddot{T} (0.22) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.37), \ddot{T} (0.21) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.20) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.29) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCM</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.35), \ddot{T} (0.30), \ddot{T} (0.22) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.37), \ddot{T} (0.21) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The retained orientation and motion terms of the simplified models for INC stimulation data. Conventions are the same as in Table 1.

EMG and head kinematics. To do this, we chose the most consistently retained terms, i.e., which we defined as those that appeared at least six times in all data sets in both animals. Therefore, based on this criterion, we only used the first-order terms (\( T, \dot{T}, \ddot{T} \)) to generate the next three figures (terms of which enough numbers survived our model simplification to allow the comparison). Figures 6–8 plot the regressions we used to compare similar terms (black, \( \ddot{T} \); red, \( \dot{T} \); blue, \( \ddot{T} \)) between different pairings of our six data sets for both M1 (left column) and M2 (right column). Absent parameters are represented on the graphic plots as zero (unfilled symbols) and were not included in regression fits (the absence of a parameter does not mean it equals zero, it only means it did not survive significance in our cross-validation procedure, in some cases because of limited data). Shaded quadrants (top-right and bottom-left) indicate the expected distributions of data for a positive correlation; unshaded, for negative correlation.

Anatomic and Neural Symmetry

*Right vs. left neck muscles.* Here, we tested the expectation that right vs. left muscle pair activation should show opposite kinematic coupling for the same premotor activation patterns, predicting negative correlations in their fit terms. In Fig. 6, the coefficient values of the models of right neck muscles are plotted along the \( y \)-axis as a function of the corresponding terms for left neck muscles (\( x \)-axis) for both left and right INC data sets. *Rows 1–3* show the results for INC stimulation (first row; \( A \) and \( B \)), corrective movements (middle row; \( C \) and \( D \)), and INC inactivation (third row; \( E \) and \( F \)) data sets. In this comparison between different muscles, we cannot account for muscle-to-muscle differences in our parameter normalization procedure, so precise quantitative predictions are not possible. Nevertheless, a clear pattern emerged.

For shared terms, the data distributions fell within the unshaded quadrants, as expected for an opposite kinematic coupling for left and right muscle pairs. During INC stimulation (Fig. 6, \( A \) and \( B \)), where only velocity (red) and acceleration (blue) terms were retained in both members of some muscle pairs, these showed a negative correlation between bilateral neck muscles (\( M1 \) slope = \(-0.67 \pm 0.30 \) (95% confidence interval, with the slope of \(-1 \) suggesting symmetry), \( r = -0.97, P = 0.0017 \); \( M2 \) slope = \(-0.76 \pm 0.26 \), \( r = -0.77, p = 0.13 \)). In corrective movements (Fig. 6, \( C \) and \( D \)), where more terms (including some orientation terms) survived in members of more muscle pairs, this negative correlation was significant in both animals (\( M1 \) slope = \(-0.65 \pm 0.13 \), \( r = -0.89, P = 0.00027 \); \( M2 \) slope = \(-0.68 \pm 0.19 \), \( r = -0.87, P = 0.0044 \)). The relationship also showed a negative correlation in the inactivation data, where only orientation terms (black) survived (\( M1 \) slope = \(-1.12 \pm 0.27 \), \( r = -0.92, P = 0.25 \); \( M2 \) slope = \(-0.80 \pm 0.17 \), \( r = -0.77, P = 0.041 \)). In summary, out of these three comparisons in both animals, there was a negative correlation (significant in four out of six cases).

Table 3. Corrective movement data: retained terms of simplified models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Left Neck Muscles</th>
<th>Right Neck Muscles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Animal M1, left INC</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCPmaj</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.26) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.26) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCI</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.18), \ddot{T} (0.13) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.21), \ddot{T} (0.16) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.25) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.20) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.11) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.12), \ddot{T} (0.08) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.24) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.26) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCM</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.33) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.21) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Animal M1, right INC</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCPmaj</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.29) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.22), \ddot{T} (0.12) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCI</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.18) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.21), \ddot{T} (0.16) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.25) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.20) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.15), \ddot{T} (0.09) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.15) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.22) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.26) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCM</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.30) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.35), \ddot{T} (0.21) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Animal M2, left INC</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCPmaj</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.42), \ddot{T} (0.28) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.50), \ddot{T} (0.26) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCI</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.29), \ddot{T} (0.20), \ddot{T} (0.16) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.26), \ddot{T} (0.20), \ddot{T} (0.11) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.33), \ddot{T} (0.17) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.19) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.44), \ddot{T} (0.22) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.45), \ddot{T} (0.20) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.51), \ddot{T} (0.35) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.46), \ddot{T} (0.27) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCM</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.38) )</td>
<td>( \ddot{T} (0.33) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The retained orientation and motion terms of the simplified models for corrective movement data (separate for left and right INC). Conventions are the same as in Table 1.
Table 4. INC inactivation data: retained terms of simplified models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Left Neck Muscles</th>
<th>Right Neck Muscles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Animal M1, left INC</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCPmaj</td>
<td>$T (0.19), T^2 (0.15), T (0.08)$</td>
<td>$T (0.25), T^2 (0.18)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCI</td>
<td>$T (0.19)$, $T (0.15)$</td>
<td>$T (0.19)$, $T (0.15)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>$T (0.21)$</td>
<td>$T (0.21)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>$T (0.20), T^2 (0.16), T^2 (0.11)$</td>
<td>$T (0.20), T (0.14)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>$T (0.17)$</td>
<td>$T (0.18)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCM</td>
<td>$T (0.24)$</td>
<td>$T (0.29)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Animal M1, right INC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Left Neck Muscles</th>
<th>Right Neck Muscles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCPmaj</td>
<td>$T (0.22), T^2 (0.16), T^2 (0.12)$</td>
<td>$T (0.28)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCI</td>
<td>$T (0.22)$</td>
<td>$T (0.16)$, $T^2 (0.12)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>$T (0.21)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>$T (0.20), T (0.14)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>$T (0.19), T (0.15)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCM</td>
<td>$T^2 (0.25), T (0.20)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Animal M2, left INC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Left Neck Muscles</th>
<th>Right Neck Muscles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCPmaj</td>
<td>$T^2 (0.30)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCI</td>
<td>$T (0.37)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>$T (0.35)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>$T (0.29)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>$T^2 (0.33), T (0.27)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCM</td>
<td>$T (0.25), T (0.20)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Animal M2, right INC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Left Neck Muscles</th>
<th>Right Neck Muscles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCPmaj</td>
<td>$T (0.31), T^2 (0.25)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCI</td>
<td>$T^2 (0.26), T (0.20), T^2 (0.14)$</td>
<td>$T (0.42)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>$T (0.38)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>$T (0.40)$</td>
<td>$T (0.40)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>$T (0.39)$</td>
<td>$T (0.39)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCM</td>
<td>$T (0.44), T^2 (0.39)$</td>
<td>$T^2 (0.40), T (0.31), T (0.18)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The retained orientation and motion terms of the simplified models for INC inactivation data. Conventions are the same as in Table 1.

the slope was always negative, and its confidence interval never contained zero.

**Right vs. left INC.** Here, we tested whether the direction of movement is opposite, but note that we are not deriving neural-kinematic coupling or neuromuscular coupling; we are deriving muscle activation-kinematic coupling. If this coupling is independent of the input, the corresponding terms from left vs. right fits should be positively correlated, i.e., appear in the shaded quadrants of Fig. 7. This is expected if, for example, muscles are activated successively more for successively more CW rotation (a positive term), and successively less for successively more CCW orientation (also a positive term), or vice versa. Here, we are making comparisons within muscles over comparable (but opposite) kinematic ranges, so high correlations and a slope of one can be expected if EMG-kinematic coupling is fixed.

Figure 7 plots the surviving $T$, $T^\hat{\circ}$, and $T$ terms as in Fig. 7, but this time for right vs. left INC data during stimulation (upper row), correction (middle row), and inactivation (lower row) conditions. The terms for left and right neck muscle pairs are plotted separately within the same panels. This time, each and every shared term in every animal and condition appeared in the shaded quadrants. This gave rise to a positive correlation between left and right INC data for all conditions and both animals: stimulation [M1 slope = 0.95 ± 0.30 (95% confidence interval), $r = 0.99$, $P = 0.00014$; M2 slope = 1.27 ± 0.26, $r = 0.99$, $P = 0.00020$], corrective [M1 slope = 1.03 ± 0.14, $r = 0.97$, $P = 0.00000058$; M2 slope = 0.97 ± 0.13, $r = 0.98$, $P = 0.000000086$], and inactivation [M1 slope = 0.90 ± 0.17, $r = 0.90$, $P = 0.0059$; M2 slope = 0.96 ± 0.20, $r = 0.93$, $P = 0.0074$]. This suggests that even though left and right INC stimulation/correction/inactivation evoked opposite behaviors (i.e., CW vs. CCW), individual neck muscles still made a similar contribution to head kinematics through increased or decreased activation. In summary, of the three comparisons done in both animals, correlation ($r$) was 0.90–0.99 and highly significant, and the confidence interval for the slope always contained 1.0 (except in one marginal case off by 0.01).
Influence of Perturbation Source on EMG-Kinematic Coupling

In the remaining plot, we compare our three different data sets to determine whether our model fits were independent of the nature of the premotor perturbation and whether any differences could be accounted for by differences in the kinematic distributions (in which case one would expect certain terms to be missing, but the remaining terms to correlate positively). To summarize, this appears to be the case: the unshared terms appear to result from differences in data distributions, and as for the shared terms, every single pair in every animal and every comparison fell within the gray shaded areas of Fig. 8. Here, we are making comparisons within muscles but different kinematic ranges. The following provides a more detailed description.

INC stimulation vs. corrective movements. Figure 8, A and B, plots model term coefficients of INC stimulation as a function of those of corrective movement data. Based on their kinematic distributions alone (see Figs. 2 and 3), one might expect fewer orientation terms to appear in the stimulation data set as opposed to the corrective data set. Indeed, in both animals, orientation terms (black dots) were retained more during corrective movements. This is seen by black dots scattered along the x-axis with little spread along the y-axis (except for two dot in animal M1 and three in animal M2). First time-derivative terms (red dots) were either scattered along the x-axis or showed a positive correlation between the two conditions. Finally, second time-derivative terms (blue dots) were retained more in stimulation data compared with corrective movement data (i.e., blue dots were mostly scattered along the y-axis). Despite these differences in parameter retention, the stimulation and corrective conditions shared several parameters across muscles, mainly torsional velocity (red), but also torsional orientation (black) and acceleration (blue) terms, each for two muscles in M2. In every case of the shared terms, the paired comparison fell within the gray quadrants, overall yielding positive correlations [M1 slope $S = 1.40 \pm 0.18$, $r = 0.90$, $P = 0.00034$; M2 slope $S = 1.05 \pm 0.14$, $r = 0.89$, $P = 0.000089$].

INC inactivation vs. corrective movements. Figure 8, C and D, represents model term coefficients of INC inactivation data plotted as a function of those of corrective movement data. Based on their kinematic distributions alone (Figs. 2 and 3), one might expect fewer motion (i.e., orientation time-derivative) terms to appear in the inactivation data as opposed to the corrective data. Indeed, in both animals, first time-derivative terms (red dots) were either scattered along the x-axis or showed a positive correlation between the two conditions. Finally, second time-derivative terms (blue dots) were retained more in inactivation data compared with corrective movement data (i.e., blue dots were mostly scattered along the y-axis). Despite these differences in parameter retention, the inactivation and corrective conditions shared several parameters across muscles, mainly torsional velocity (red), but also torsional orientation (black) and acceleration (blue) terms, each for two muscles in M2. In every case of the shared terms, the paired comparison fell within the gray quadrants, overall yielding positive correlations [M1 slope $S = 1.16 \pm 0.16$, $r = 0.96$, $P = 0.0069$; M2 slope $S = 1.03 \pm 0.14$, $r = 0.90$, $P = 0.0059$].

Influence of Perturbation Source on EMG-Kinematic Coupling

In the remaining plot, we compare our three different data sets to determine whether our model fits were independent of the nature of the premotor perturbation and whether any differences could be accounted for by differences in the kinematic distributions (in which case one would expect certain terms to be missing, but the remaining terms to correlate positively). To summarize, this appears to be the case: the unshared terms appear to result from differences in data distributions, and as for the shared terms, every single pair in every animal and every comparison fell within the gray shaded areas of Fig. 8. Here, we are making comparisons within muscles but different kinematic ranges. The following provides a more detailed description.

INC stimulation vs. corrective movements. Figure 8, A and B, plots model term coefficients of INC stimulation as a function of those of corrective movement data. Based on their kinematic distributions alone (see Figs. 2 and 3), one might expect fewer orientation terms to appear in the stimulation data set as opposed to the corrective data set. Indeed, in both animals, orientation terms (black dots) were retained more during corrective movements. This is seen by black dots scattered along the x-axis with little spread along the y-axis (except for two dot in animal M1 and three in animal M2). First time-derivative terms (red dots) were either scattered along the x-axis or showed a positive correlation between the two conditions. Finally, second time-derivative terms (blue dots) were retained more in stimulation data compared with corrective movement data (i.e., blue dots were mostly scattered along the y-axis). Despite these differences in parameter retention, the stimulation and corrective conditions shared several parameters across muscles, mainly torsional velocity (red), but also torsional orientation (black) and acceleration (blue) terms, each for two muscles in M2. In every case of the shared terms, the paired comparison fell within the gray quadrants, overall yielding positive correlations [M1 slope $S = 1.40 \pm 0.18$, $r = 0.90$, $P = 0.00034$; M2 slope $S = 1.05 \pm 0.14$, $r = 0.89$, $P = 0.000089$].
tive) terms in the inactivation data compared with the corrective data. In both animals, more orientation terms (black dots) were retained during INC inactivation (i.e., along the y-axis), whereas first time-derivative terms (red dots) were more common in corrective movement data (i.e., along the x-axis). Except for one INC site in animal M1 (Fig. 8C, blue dot), second time-derivative terms were only retained in corrective movement data of animal M2 (Fig. 8D, blue dots along the x-axis). However, in both animals, in cases where orientation and velocity terms were retained during both inactivation and corrective movement conditions, every pairing fell within the gray quadrants, yielding positive correlations [M1 slope = 0.90 ± 0.17 (95% confidence interval), \( r = 0.87, P = 0.0045 \); M2 slope = 1.16 ± 0.16, \( r = 0.89, P = 0.0069 \)].

INC inactivation vs. INC stimulation. Figure 8, E and F, shows INC inactivation vs. INC stimulation coefficients. In this case, based on their kinematic distributions alone (Figs. 2 and 3), one would expect inactivation fits to have more orientation terms while stimulation fits to have more motion terms. Indeed, orientation terms in both animals were retained more during INC inactivation compared with INC stimulation (i.e., along the y-axis). This was opposite for both first and second time-derivative terms which were more common during INC stimulation (i.e., along the x-axis). Therefore, not surprisingly, this comparison yielded the fewest shared terms (only four velocity and one orientation terms in M1 and three orientation terms in M2). Nevertheless, these terms all fell within the gray quadrants and yielded positive correlations [M1 slope = 0.35 ± 0.15 (95% confidence interval), \( r = 0.78, P = 0.12 \); M2 slope = 1.61 ± 0.22, \( r = 0.90, P = 0.29 \)].

In summary, the latter three comparisons in Fig. 8 show that 1) the presence or absence of most of EMG-kinematic terms could be predicted from the kinematic distribution of our data set; and 2) those terms that were retained across both data sets in each compared pair always showed a significant positive correlation and above the zero range (in three of six cases containing 1.0), suggesting that the EMG-kinematic coupling is quite consistent across conditions.

DISCUSSION

The present study is the first to examine neck EMG across a large range of torsional head kinematics using a cross-validation-based stepwise regression technique. In a previous study (Farshadmanesh et al. 2012), we used this approach to study the relationships between neck EMG and head kinematics during natural head movements. But due to the much smaller variance in torsional relative to horizontal and vertical kinematics, we could not establish a reliable relationship between neck EMG and head torsion. Here we used stimulation and inactivation of the INC, a brainstem structure thought to control head torsion (Fukushima 1987; Klier and Crawford 2003; Klier et al. 2002), to obtain a large range of torsional head orientations and rotations in monkeys. This provided us with three data sets to test the coupling between EMG in the same six neck muscle pairs tested before and torsional head kinematics: INC stimulation, corrective poststimulation movements, and INC inactivation data sets. To focus our analysis and complete our 3D model, we used the horizontal and vertical kinematic terms derived from our previous study and only allowed the torsional terms to vary (note that the horizontal and vertical ranges here were similar to that paper, see METHODS). We did this for practical purposes, i.e., because this analysis is computationally intensive and required a great amount of processing resources. The present study suggests that such terms hold up well across different data sets. However, it is theoretically possible that some horizontal and vertical terms retained in our previous analysis would no longer be retained in the new data sets, i.e., if all 70 possible terms were allowed to vary. But even if this proved true, these terms would still be required to describe the combined data sets from both studies. Therefore, we chose to focus on torsional terms in the present study, and we believe that the combination of terms from these two studies to be a good approximation of a complete model for the system in these behavioral conditions. Finally, based on the coupling terms we found, and several simplifying principles, it should be possible to infer levels of EMG activation from head kinematics and thus the neural inputs required to produce such patterns of activation.

To summarize our main findings, the corrective torsional movement data set employed here yielded somewhat better cross-validated results (\( R^2_{cv} \)) compared with our previous natural head movement data set (M1, 0.30 vs. 0.25; M2, 0.48 vs. 0.36). Similar to our laboratory’s previous study, we did not find a significant difference between Fick and space coordinate systems. Our comparison between the three tested data sets suggests that most of observed EMG-kinematic terms could be predicted from the kinematic distribution of examined data sets. During all conditions, bilateral muscle pairs showed similar but opposite kinematic coupling, meaning that for a given value of any one kinematic variable, recruitment on one side was associated with decreased recruitment on the other. However, when the terms for any one muscle were compared across different conditions (stimulation, inactivation, correction, left vs. right INC), the relationship between muscle activation and torsional kinematics always yielded a positive correlation and often slopes near one. This suggests that torsional EMG-kinematic coupling is invariant to different inputs and movement directions. The implications of these findings are explored in more detail below.

Neck Muscle Contributions During Natural vs. Torsionally-Perturbed Head Rotations

In our laboratory’s previous study of neck EMG during natural gaze shifts (Farshadmanesh et al. 2012), we did not find a clear relationship between neck EMG and head torsion during static head posture (i.e., none of the tested muscles had a torsional orientation term in their simplified model). During head movements, we observed torsional directionality in RCPmaj, OCI, SP, and SCM, similar to previous findings in monkeys (Farshadmanesh et al. 2008) and humans (Conley et al. 1995). We did not find a relationship between the EMG activity in neck extensors (COM and BC) and head torsion. During the acceleration phase of the observed head movements, the first-order first head orientation time-derivative term (T) was retained mostly in models for bilateral RCPmaj and OCI in both animals, bilateral SP and SCM in animal M1, and right SP in M2 and none of the neck extensor muscles. First-order second head orientation time-derivative term (\( T^2 \)) or its interaction with torsional orientation terms were observed in a few muscles and were inconsistent between bilateral muscles.
and across animals. However, we concluded that this was largely due to limitations in the torsional range of the movements.

Of our three data sets, our corrective head movement data set was deemed to be the closest approximation of natural head movements. This data set provided the best distribution of head kinematics overall and was presumably generated by endogenous circuits. For this data set, most of the tested neck muscles in both animals retained motion terms in their simplified models, whereas head orientation and second time-derivative terms were retained less frequently and less consistently.

Our results here suggest a clear difference between head kinematics during natural head movements and those evoked by INC perturbations, including the corrective head movements (see Figs. 2 and 3), which might imply different requirements related to torsional head rotations. Therefore, it is quite possible that the neck extensors examined here exhibited different recruitment synergies because of the different torsional head kinematics observed here. Moreover, it is important to note that, while the stimulation-evoked movements are center-out, the corrective movements are out-center. Together, these points suggest that these muscles might also show a different activation for head torsion should different task requirements emerge. However, our data predict that the coupling between this activity and the kinematics of head motion would remain consistent in different tasks.

**Relationship to Anatomy and 3D Behavior.** It is necessary to empirically determine the contributions of neck muscles to head kinematics because the complexity and redundancy of neck muscles do not allow one to assume their kinematic contributions from anatomy. This has also been reported in less redundant musculoskeletal systems (e.g., limb) where one would expect more consistency between muscle activation and anatomy (Kurtzer et al. 2006; Nozaki et al. 2005). Indeed, during normal gaze behavior (Farshadmanesh et al. 2012), our simplified models for static head posture sometimes did not agree with the kinematic contributions that one would predict from the anatomy. For head movements, however, similar to the present study, we found a higher degree of conformity between our parameters and pulling directions based on anatomy. This, at least for torsional head rotations, suggests a somewhat simpler level of organization, which we hoped might reveal the natural coordinate system for 3D muscle control.

The observed behavior during eye-head gaze shifts, the anatomy of cervical spinal column (Richmond and Vidal 1998), and brain stem control signals (Klier et al. 2007) all suggest a potential contribution of neck muscles to a Fick strategy, similar to that of eye muscles to Listing’s law (Demer et al. 1995; Klier et al. 2006; Meng et al. 2005). In our laboratory’s previous study of natural head movements (Farshadmanesh et al. 2012), we proposed that performing our analysis on data with a larger range of torsional head kinematics might provide enough variance to discriminate different coordinate systems. Here, while our three data sets provided a substantially larger range of torsional head kinematics (see Figs. 2 and 3), our cross-validated results were still not significantly different for space and Fick coordinates. Thus, unfortunately, our data do not address coordinate systems or muscular contribution to the Fick constraint.

**Effect of the Kinematic Range on Deriving Model Terms**

In this study, all of our three tested data sets had different kinematic distributions. For torsional head orientation (Fig. 2), all three data sets had a larger distribution compared with control data with corrective movement and INC inactivation data sets showing a broader distribution compared with INC stimulation data set. As expected from the evoked behavior, INC inactivation distributions were shifted in opposite directions compared with INC stimulation and corrective movement data. For head orientation time-derivatives (i.e., head velocity and acceleration), while the ranges for INC perturbation data sets were similar to that of control data (see Fig. 3), they were shifted in opposite directions for INC stimulation and corrective movement data, providing a broader range for time-derivatives. The distribution for INC inactivation data, however, was centered around zero torsion, similar to control data.

These different ranges of head kinematics, both across the different perturbations and relative to the control data, were also observed in the retained terms of our simplified models for each data set. Conversely, when common terms were retained in more than one data set, these corresponded to common kinematic ranges. This suggests that the presence of terms in our cross-validation procedure is more instructive than their absence. Only by combining these three data sets and comparing across them (see below) could we derive and confirm a complete model.

**Implications for Internal Models of Head Control**

One of the most influential theories in motor control is that the brain uses “internal models” of the mechanical properties of the control system (Flanagan and Wing 1997; Kawato and Wolpert 1998). In particular, it might use “inverse” models to convert desired kinematic states into commands for the levels of muscle activity necessary to achieve those states (Shadmehr and Wise 2005). This requires a detailed internal “knowledge” of the muscles and skeletomotor system. One example is the notion that the INC forms part of something similar to a “neural integrator” that controls 3D orientation of the head (Farshadmanesh et al. 2007; Klier et al. 2002; Klier et al. 2007). This is only possible if the output of the INC is transformed into the appropriate muscle commands to achieve that head orientation.

The EMG-kinematic coupling terms derived in this study, and our laboratory’s previous study (Farshadmanesh et al. 2012) do not directly indicate neural inputs, but rather they tell us something about the type of muscle inputs required to achieve certain kinematic variables. This is exactly the type of information required in an inverse kinematic model. Our data are still not complete: one needs to account for head translations as well, all head behaviors, all muscles, and additional knowledge about the transfer functions between motoneuron input and EMG activity. However, they provide the EMG-kinematic terms for rotations in six muscle pairs, at least across the gaze behaviors we tested. This provides a number of the parameters for an internal model of head control and also reveals several other principles.

First, in this study we found that, wherever torsional terms were retained, they were very similar, regardless of how we tested the system, i.e., INC stimulation vs. corrective movements, vs. INC inactivation, and left INC data vs. right INC.
data (accounting for the limits in the data range discussed in the preceding section). At first glance it might seem odd that the same muscle would have the same EMG-kinematic coupling during, e.g., CW head tilt and CCW head tilt, but this simply means that 1) it shows suppressed activity for one direction and increased activity for the other direction, and 2) the same relationship holds for smaller variations that occur within the CW and CCW ranges that we obtained. This invariance across behaviors supports the notion that EMG-kinematic coupling is indeed largely an intrinsic property of the mechanical control system. Moreover, it suggests that it may be possible for the brain to use a single inverse model to control the head during different behaviors. This is a requirement, e.g., for a "neural integrator", to function properly (Klier et al. 2002; Robinson 1989).

Another key observation from this study is that the observed neck muscle recruitment was always lateralized, i.e., increased recruitment of a muscle on one side associated with decreased recruitment of this muscle on the other, for a given change in one of the torsional parameters (orientation, velocity, or acceleration) associated with that muscle. Again, this rule held up, regardless of the experimental condition. Although perhaps not surprising, this laterality provides an important simplifying principle for neural control, by effectively collapsing some of the terms for opposite muscle pairs into one parameter for neural control. For example, this allows for the possibility of a "push-pull" (excitatory-inhibitory) drive like that observed in the oculomotor system (Arnold and Robinson 1997; Robinson 1989). Such a rule makes sense for torsional control, because bilateral muscle pairs tend to work in opposition, and similarly for horizontal turners, but not for vertical turners, which should act in concert to resist gravity. Indeed, we observed bilateral opposition in the horizontal terms, but not the vertical terms of the EMG-kinematic coupling model derived in our laboratory’s previous study (Farshadmanesh et al. 2012).

Comparison of Neck Muscle Recruitment Mediated by the Interstitiospinal vs. Tecto-Reticulospinal Systems

Consistent with the previous discussion, lateralized neck muscle recruitment has been observed following unilateral stimulation of the superior colliculus (SC), frontal eye fields (FEF) and supplementary eye fields (SEF) (Chapman et al. 2012; Corneil et al. 2002a; Elsley et al. 2007), and during volitional horizontal head turns in the monkey (Corneil et al. 2001; Lestienne et al. 1995). Cocontraction of neck muscle extensors (e.g., BC or COM) can occur during purely vertical volitional head movements (Corneil et al. 2001), making it likely that the absence of cocontraction observed here is due to the unilateral manipulation of the INC via either stimulation or inactivation. The fact that such lateralized recruitment also occurs following unilateral stimulation of the SC, FEF, and SEF again suggests that descending pathways may be converging on a common circuit, or “inverse model”. Whether the circuit mediating lateralized neck muscle recruitment resides in the brain stem (as in the oculomotor system) or in the cervical spinal cord (perhaps by homonymous inhibition) remains unclear at this time. However, our laboratory’s work on the head “neural integrator” (Farshadmanesh et al. 2007; Klier et al. 2002; Klier et al. 2007) suggests that the interstitiospinal tract would be involved, at least in the transformation of head orientation signals into appropriate neck muscle commands.

Although the lateralization of neck muscle activity following INC manipulation resembles that following stimulation of the SC, FEF, or SEF, the spatial patterning of the muscle synergy is different. Stimulation of the latter structures evokes predominantly horizontal head movements characterized by consistent recruitment of contralateral OCI and RCPmaj for all movements, with additional recruitment of contralateral SP and ipsilateral SCM for progressively larger and faster head turns (Chapman et al. 2012; Corneil et al. 2002a; Elsley et al. 2007). The recruitment of BC and COM is much more variable following stimulation of these structures, and not obviously related to the kinematics of the evoked head movement. In contrast, we observed some recruitment of BC and COM in relation to experimentally induced or volitional torsional head movements (see Tables 1–4). The increased involvement of these extensor muscles following INC manipulation compared with SC, FEF, or SEF manipulation may relate to differences in the muscle synergies contacted by the interstitiospinal vs. tecto-reticulo-spinal pathways, but such speculation awaits anatomical studies like that performed by Shinoda and colleagues on the vestibulospinal system (Sugiuchi et al. 2004). Furthermore, it is not known whether the neck muscle synergies evoked by manipulation of the interstitiospinal system in the monkey arise from direct contact onto neck muscle motoneurons, or are mediated by interneurons within the spinal cord (see Isa and Sasaki 2002 for review).

Finally, it is likely necessary to account for other non-INC structures to explain the range of data that we obtained in some of our experiments, for example, the residual ability to move the head torsionally in the direction mediated by the inactivated INC (e.g., CW following right INC inactivation). This might be due to incomplete inactivation of the INC. However, it is known that several descending pathways are involved in head control besides the interstitiospinal tract (Isa and Sasaki 2002). Thus it is possible that other pathways that bypass the INC are recruited to compensate for unilateral INC inactivation. Similarly, cortical circuits that bypass an inactivated area were proposed to explain the surprisingly small effects of temporary pharmacological inactivation of the SC on head movements, despite substantial effects on gaze shift timing and velocity (Walton et al. 2008). Furthermore, the head contribution to gaze shifts substantially increases after permanent ablation of the FEF, although this compensatory strategy only appears after 1 wk’s recovery (van der Steen et al. 1986). Thus different compensatory strategies are likely recruited following either temporary or permanent ablations of oculomotor circuits. But if so, our data suggest that they tapped into the same EMG-kinematic coupling properties, since we obtained the same terms during INC stimulation, INC inactivation, and corrective head movements.

Clinical Application

Spasmodic torticollis (cervical dystonia) is often characterized by involuntary sustained or repetitive neck muscle contractions which cause abnormal head posture and impair the control of head movements (Chan et al. 1991; Jankovic et al. 1991; Marsden and Quinn 1990). While the etiology of torticollis is still unknown, lesions in the midbrain (Halmagyi et al.
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